Office of the Commercial Taxes Officer Circle Anantnag-II

No. 552/59/27-I-0 Ang II
Dt. 15-12-09.

NOTIFICATION

It has been reported by M/S UNIQUE MARKETING AGENCY bearing TIN 01632190727 bearing No. 02V-893003 and S.No. 02V-8930904 that 'C' forms with the matter stands published in the following News Papers.

1) Daily Atal  Dated: 11-04-2009
2) 

Hence, the below mentioned 'C' forms are declared as invalid for the purpose of section 8(4) of the CST Act 1956. Any body fraudulently using the said 'C' forms will render himself liable for penal action as per law.

I. No. of 'C' forms 01
II. S. No. of forms 02V-893003
III. Name & Address of the dealer M/S UNIQUE MARKETING AGENCY K.P. Road Anantnag
IV. TIN 01632190727
V. Wether lost/stolen or destroyed Lost
VI. Name of the dealer to whom issued 

Any body having knowledge of such forms may please communicate to the undersigned.

[Signature]
Commercial Taxes Officer
Circle Anantnag-II

Copy submitted to The:-
3. Manager, Government Press Srinagar for publication in the next Government Gazette